Greg Kamigawachi is the President & CEO of Phoenix Operations Group, a local engineering services company supporting Aberdeen Proving Ground and the larger Defense / Intelligence Community. He holds a Master of Science (MS) degree in Computer Science from Johns Hopkins University and a Bachelor of Science (BS) degree in Computer Science from the University of California San Diego. For the past 20 years, he's been building mission-specific software applications for both enterprise and tactical use. His recent focus areas include Big Data analytics, Cloud Computing, and Machine Learning algorithms.

For Phoenix, Greg supports both existing programs and the pursuit of new ones through technology insertion and innovative mission solutions. MORE importantly, he helps Phoenix customers engage the larger DoD Community in cross-cutting activities such as Defensive Cyber Operations, Multi-INT Analytics, Open-Source Projects, and DevOps. MOST importantly, Greg supports Phoenix employees with both their program goals and their career goals.

In his spare time, Greg and his wife are amateur astronomers that plot the galaxy from an undisclosed Maryland location with minimal light pollution. They also build Open-Source Android and iPhone apps to keep their development skills sharp (i.e. making zero revenue). Lastly, Greg acquires golf accessories that he'll never have time to use and video games that he'll never have time to play.

**Book and Podcast Suggestions to Young Professionals**

Books:
- @War: The Rise of the Military-Internet Complex
- Elon Musk: Tesla, SpaceX, and the Quest for a Fantastic Future
- Born a Crime: Stories from a South African Childhood
- Pitch Anything: An Innovative Method for Presenting, Persuading, and Winning the Deal

Podcasts:
- Startup – Gimlet Media
- Freakonomics Radio – WNYC Studios
- Reply All – Gimlet Media
- Serial – This American Life